Erickson Air-Crane Implements
Estimating Software QuoteIt
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Erickson Air-Crane is one of MIE Solutions recently new customers. They purchased
MIE QuoteIt in June 2009. MIE Trak is a production control and job tracking solution
designed to help increase operating profits without increasing overhead.
March 12, 2010 (FPRC) -- Erickson Air-Crane is one of MIE Solutions new customers who
purchased MIE QuoteIt Enterprise Quoting and Estimating Software. Erickson Air-Crane is located
in Central Point Oregon.
Erickson Air-Crane owns and operates a fleet of 18 Aircranes throughout the world. The Aircrane's
precision installation capability has been used to successfully place more than 40,000 heating,
ventilation, and air-conditioning units for fortune 500 companies in North America and Europe since
the early 70's.
Erickson Air-Crane Incorporated is the manufacturer and operator of the S-64 Aircrane Helicopter
with a fleet of seventeen Aircrane helicopters worldwide and has mobilized its fleet to operate within
sixteen countries since 1971. With a lift capacity of up to 25,000 pounds (11,340 kg), the Aircrane is
unsurpassed in performance of Firefighting, Civil Protection, Hydromulch Application, Timber
Harvesting, and Powerline Construction. Erickson Air-Crane is a Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) and European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) certified Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul
Depot with a comprehensive manufacturing capability. Erickson's worldwide fleet of Aircranes are
supported and maintained from the MRO and manufacturing facility located in Central Point, Oregon
and the corporate headquarters located in Portland, Oregon, USA.
To find out more about their company please visit http://www.ericksonaircrane.com
Managing estimates is a time consuming task and QuoteIt is designed to help you quickly provide
accurate estimates to your customers. This cost estimating software is great for the sheet metal
industry, machining industry and any other industry which requires operations, exploded bill of
materials and detailed reports. There are many ERP software packages which say they do quoting
and estimating, but few have the success of QuoteIt. Job estimating software is a key factor in
creating a profitable company for job shops. Cost Estimating Software, Job Costing Software, Quote
Management Software is easy with Quote It!
MIE Solutions Online B2B Supply Chain Portal software MIE Exchange enables buyers and
suppliers to interact efficiently through Request for Quotes, Document Management and Purchase
Orders quickly and easily. Some of the features in MIE Trak include: quote, order entry, quote
letter, router, work order, costing, purchasing, receiving, raw material, inventory, shipping, invoicing,
and finished goods, inventory scheduling, tracking, accounting, EDI module, shop overview,
shipping and invoicing reports, QuickBooks integration.
Please visit our website at http://www.mie-solutions.com to receive a free trial of MIE QuoteIt
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MIE Solutions is a leading provider of production control software for the entire manufacturing
sector. Incorporating MRP, ERP, Scheduling Shop floor data capture (SFDC) with bar coding and
costing capabilities. MIE Trak (formerly known as FabriTrak) is the market leading software for sheet
metal fabricators, precision engineers and manufacturers. Our services also include training, full
product support and on-site implementation.
The mission of MIE Solutions is to apply advanced technology to improve manufacturing productivity
and quality in the field of fabrication. At MIE Solutions, we do not compromise product quality or
service. We strive to satisfy our customer's every reasonable requirement with speed, courtesy and
honesty. Our goal is to be known throughout the world for the development and production of
innovative products. We endeavor to be regarded as the leading supplier of high technology in the
fabrication industry.
Sales@mie-solutions.com
MIE Solutions
714-786-6230
12872 Valley View Street, Suite #8
Garden Grove, Ca 92845

Contact Information
For more information contact John Kubit of MIE Solutions (http://www.mie-solutions.com)
714-786-6230
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